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HOPEJOY. LOVE. PEACE. 

HEART OF 
GRATITUDE 

Our lives have been completely 
flipped upside down to face a new 
reality-a new perspective on how to 
go about our daily lives. As many of 
us have noticed, we have begun to 
crave and desire some of the routine 
parts of our daily lives that once 
seemed like an expectation instead 
of a blessing. It is moments like this 
that remind us that life is a gift and 

so is everything that comes with it 
whether it be a nice sunny day, a 
healthy family, a roof over our heads, 
or the ability to eat at a restaurant, 
each is an opportunity to thank God 
for all that He has provided.

These last couple months have 
proposed some challenges for each 
one of our members. As each 
member has addressed their 
concerns, there has been a new 
realization-an understanding that 
gratitude has risen from our initial 
fears and setbacks. Those who face 
underlying health issues have been 
grateful for their overall well-being 
in the midst of this global health 
pandemic. Kids who are now out of 
school have been thankful to spend 
more quality time with family. Those 
who attended weekly meetings are 
thrilled to have the ability to stay 
connected via helpful tools like 
Facebook Live and Zoom. As for 
many, life at Hope Street has looked 
a little different as of late, but 
through it all, we have remained a 
community that is truly blessed for 
each day we are given!

WE BUILD 
COMMUNITY 

We have been blown away by the 
resilience of our Hope Street 
Community. 
During this time, many of our 
volunteers have switched roles and 
used this time as an opportunity to 
engage on a deeper level with our 
current members: some new faces, 
some old. Each week individuals 
were given a list of members to 
connect with whether to pray, send 

Unexpected “Reward”
No one could have imagined the quick turn that 2020 took. Not 
more than a couple of weeks prior to the “Stay at Home Order” we 
gathered for our largest women’s luncheon to date (250 women) to 
share “As Heard Around Hope Street”. It was a beautiful day where 
stories of transformation, love and peace were shared. There was 
rarely a dry eye in the crowd and it had much to do with the joy 
many of our members have found. 

We can look at this last season and quickly put together a list of 
what has been disrupted or frustrating - but what we have seen here 
instead is a humble community that continues to find things to be 
thankful for. Our unexpected reward in the midst of COVID-19 has 
been a Peace that can only come from The Father. 

“As Heard Around Hope 
Street” Women’s luncheon.
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a daily devotional, or to simply have a conversation on how they are doing. This 
idea was created with the intentions of providing our members with a chance 
to interact with our greater community during a time where we all have 
somewhat been cut off from one another. 

God’s presence has been never-ending within our walls. Amidst a time where 
shelves at grocery stores run low, all of you have aided in stocking ours with 
clorox wipes, hand sanitizer, toilet paper, snacks and food for our kids, books, 
and activities to ensure our community continues to flourish! We established a 
relationship with UpStart Kitchen who each Wednesday in the month of May 
prepared a meal for every individual within our building. This is community - 
one that we cherish greatly.

The relationships established amongst our members alone is a prime reflection 
of the beautiful community that is created at the greenhouse for people. One 
that so often is referred to as a framily (friends who have become like family). 
On any given day you will see Shemiek watching baby Peace so his mother, 
April, can continue to work. Those with cars such as Ouida, Normon, and Benny 
are giving rides so groceries can be purchased and bus rides avoided. 
Roommates with smartphones are connecting with those who are without to 
tune into AA meetings. Every day is a reminder that we will keep moving 
forward together.

THE CHALLENGE 
Let me start with He is faithful. 

For those of you on our email list - you received a note from me about a 
frightening incident that occurred at Hope Street on May 21st. A stray bullet 
from a shooting on 25th street made its way into one of our first floor units 
where one of our 12 year old girls was resting on her bed. She is OK. She has 
recovered well physically and we continue to pray for her peace of mind. In her 
words, “I want him to know I forgive him. He made a bad choice, but it doesn’t 
make him a bad person.” Wisdom we can all hold onto. 

Moments like this can solidify our deepest fears. They can be the moments that 
confirm our bias’ and prejudices that believe nothing good can happen in this 
neighborhood. If I’m honest it forced me to pause. In that still moment my own 
fear was met with truth: 

“For the Spirit God gave us does not make us timid,  
but gives us power, love and self-discipline” 
2 TIMOTHY 1:7 NIV  

It has been a hard 13 months at Hope Street. We have experienced so much loss. 
Yet, each loss reminds us that things are not how they ought to be and so we 
press on. We pray Kingdom come, your will be done, on earth as it is in heaven. 

I leave you with these words: 

Hope is a place. 

Just as much as an idea. 

Hope is right between desperation and despair. 

It’s across the street from fear, surrounded on the back by the dark alley of anxiety. 

But Hope isn’t going anywhere. 

Hope was raised in the neighborhood. The children who come out of houses of 
desperation, despair, fear and anxiety rest in her yard and are refreshed by her fruit. 

Hope can’t be killed. 

She can be ignored or enjoyed. 

Hope belongs here on 26th and Capitol. 

Because our great HOPE resides here, we also experience Peace. His peace is 
free and we gladly receive it. 

HOW CAN 
YOU JOIN US? 

Our members hold 
one another up and 
keep each other safe 
and protected. In 
order for this to 
happen, we count on 
our greater 

community to do the same for us. 
Support from our volunteers and 
donors has allowed space for our 
men, women, and children to grow 
and to be there for one another. 
Would you support us so that we 
can continue to cultivate a strong 
community and a safe environment?  
This can be simple- tell a friend 
about Hope Street or invite them to 
like our FaceBook page. Share your 
favorite memory of a time at Hope 
Street or at an event on social media 
and hashtag #HopeStreet. Pray for 
us! We also need tangible help; 
consider giving to us so that we can 
maintain a nurturing community 
that creates opportunities for 
flourishing. We appreciate any way 
you choose to get involved with 
Hope Street, we could not do this 
without you. 

With you, 
Ashley N. Thomas
Executive Director


